
 
 
 

LICENSING ACT 2003 (HEARINGS) REGULATIONS 2005 
NOTICE OF HEARING GIVEN BY THE LICENSING AUTHORITY FOR THE CITY 

COUNCIL OF BRISTOL PURSUANT TO REGULATION 6 OF THE REGULATIONS AND 
RULE 6 OF THE COUNCIL’S LICENSING PROCEDURE RULES 

 
GRANT OF PREMISES LICENCE 

 

To:  Mr Kamaljeet Singh  
 Louise Mowbray Avon and Somerset Constabulary 

 
[Please note: In a case where representations have been received from Relevant Persons, 
they too have been given Notice of the hearing.] 
 
Take Notice That: 
A hearing is to be held in respect of the application for the grant of a premises licence with 
regard to the following premises: 
3 Straits Parade,  3 Straits Parade,  Bristol, BS16 2LA   
 
The hearing will be held on the:  5 December 2019 at 10:00 in City Hall, College Green, 
Bristol, BS1 5TR 
[Equal maximum period of time is allowed for each party to exercise section 16 rights.] 
   
The hearing will be conducted by a sub-committee of the Licensing Committee convened 
in accordance with that Committee’s procedure rules. The attention of all parties to the 
hearing is drawn to the information and documents accompanying this Notice. Particular 
points upon which the Licensing Authority may considers that it will want clarification on at 
the hearing are attached at Appendix B.  
 
Reports will be available to view 5 working days prior to the hearing via this link: 
https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/ieListMeetings.aspx?CommitteeId=217  
 
Signed:  
 

Licensing Authority 
   
Date:  15 November 2019 
 
Documents attached to this notice 
Representations are attached to the applicants notice only. Representations are in respect 
of:  Louise Mowbray, . 
Appendix A: Rights of parties at a hearing 
Appendix B: Points for Clarification 
Procedure to be followed at a hearing 

https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/ieListMeetings.aspx?CommitteeId=217


NOTICE TO BE RETURNED TO LICENSING AUTHORITY 
All Parties are required to give a Notice to the authority in accordance with regulation 8.  Parties may 
draw up their own Notice in accordance with that provision, or the following Notice may be used for 
this purpose.  Parties may also wish to append to this notice any written response they are making to 
the points of clarification (Appendix B) and any points they wish to raise of a procedural nature  - see 
the procedure rules in Appendix A below.  This Notice should be returned to the Licensing Team 
(Temple Street), Bristol City Council, PO Box 3176, Bristol  BS3 9FS 
 

LICENSING ACT 2003 (HEARINGS) REGULATIONS 2005 
PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS NOTICE (OR A SIMILAR NOTICE)  MUST BE RETURNED 
TO THE LICENSING AUTHORITY NO LATER THAN FIVE WORKING DAYS BEFORE 

THE HEARING DATE. 
Hearing to be held on : 5 December 2019 at 10:00 
To  the Licensing Authority: * Delete as appropriate 

*I / We :  
[Insert name]  
being the *Applicant / Responsible Authority / Relevant Person 
in respect of the application for the grant of a premises licence in respect of the following 
premises: 
3 Straits Parade 3 Straits Parade Bristol BS16 2LA  
 
Give Notice That: 
*I / We  *Do / Do Not   intend to attend the hearing 
*I / We   *Do / Do Not   intend to be represented at the hearing 
*I / We   *Consider / Do Not Consider   a hearing to be necessary. 

*I / We wish the following person(s) to represent me/us at the hearing: 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
*I / We wish another person (s) (other than the person I intend to represent me at the 
hearing) to appear at the hearing [e.g. witnesses, technical experts, advisers, etc]. 
In accordance with regulation 8(2) I therefore request permission for: 
 
Name. ………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
To appear at the hearing. He/she may be able to assist the Authority in the following way: 
(Provide a brief description of the point or points on which that person(s) may be able to 
assist the authority in relation to the application, representations or notice.) [Continue on a 
separate sheet if necessary] 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  

 
Name: ………………………………………… 
 
Signed: ………………………………………..  
Date: 
 
I append the following documents to this Notice (briefly describe any documents you are 
sending with this notice and indicate if there is any material to follow): 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 



 
APPENDIX A - RIGHTS OF PARTIES AT HEARING 

 
Rights of a party at the hearing. [Regulation 15] 

1. A party may attend the hearing and may be assisted or represented by any person 
whether or not that person is legally qualified, subject to points 2. and 3. below. 

2. The licensing authority may exclude the public from all or part of a hearing where it 
considers that the public interest in so doing outweighs the public interest in the 
hearing, or that part of the hearing take place in public. 

3. For the purposes of point 2 above a party and any person assisting or representing 
a party may be treated as a member of the public. 

4. A party shall be entitled to: 
(a) In response to a point upon which the authority has given notice to a party 

that it will want clarification, give further information in support of their 
application, representations or notice. 

(b) If given permission by the authority, question any other party; and 
(c)  Address the authority. 

 
Representations and supporting information. [Regulation 16] 

1. At the hearing a party shall be entitled to- 
(a) in response to a point upon which the authority has given notice to a party that it 

will want clarification under regulation 7(d), give further information in support of 
their application, representations or notice, 

(b) if given permission by the Authority, question any other party; and 
(c) address the Authority. 

 
Consequences of not attending or not being represented. [Regulation 20] 

1. If a party has informed the authority that he does not intend to attend or be 
represented at a hearing, the hearing may proceed in his absence 

2. If a party who has not so indicated fails to attend or be represented at a hearing the 
authority may: 

(a) where it considers it to be necessary in the public interest, adjourn the 
hearing to a specified date, or 

(b) hold the hearing in the parties absence. 
3. Where the authority holds the hearing in the absence of a party, the authority shall 

consider at the hearing the application, representations or notice made by that 
party. 

4. Where the authority adjourns the hearing to a specified date it must notify the 
parties of the date, time and place to which the hearing has been adjourned. 

 
Withdrawal of Representations [Regulation 10.] 
A party may withdraw representations they have made either by giving notice to the 
authority no later than 24 hours before the day on which the hearing is to be held or orally 
at the hearing 
 
Behaviour during Hearing [Regulation 25] 
The Authority may require any person attending the hearing who in their opinion is 
behaving in a disruptive manner to leave the hearing and may- 

a) refuse to permit that person to return, or 
b) permit him to return only on such conditions as the Authority may specify, 

but such a person may, before the end of the hearing, submit to the Authority in writing any 
information which they would have been entitled to give orally had they not been required 
to leave. 



APPENDIX  B 
POINTS FOR CLARIFICATION 

 

APPLICATION FOR GRANT OF LICENCE 
RE: 3 Straits Parade,  3 Straits Parade,  Bristol, BS16 2LA   
 
Please note:  All parties are asked to provide clarification on these points in advance of the 
hearing.  Ideally the sub committee would wish to receive the response at the same time 
as you serve the Notice required under regulation 8, or as soon as possible thereafter.  
You are reminded that if you do not provide the response in writing and in advance then 
the time you take to exercise your regulation 16 rights will be reduced by the time you take 
to provide the clarification sought at the meeting.  The sub committee is keen to narrow the 
issues as much as possible in advance of the hearing, in the interest of ensuring a 
properly focussed discussion and to ensure that the hearing itself is not unduly prolonged.  
Your co-operation is appreciated. 
 
1.  Points of clarification sought from all Parties 
1(a)  Guidance issued by the secretary of state  
(i) Are there any parts of the Secretary of States Guidance that you consider to be relevant 
to your application/representations/notice as appropriate?   
(ii) If so please specify the paragraph(s) of that Guidance and the relevance to the point(s) 
you are making. 
(iii) If you are asking the Licensing Authority to depart from (that, is, not to apply) any of the 
guidance that you consider to be relevant, please clarify the reasons why you think it 
should do as you wish 
 
1(b)    Statement of Licensing Policy for the City of Bristol 
(i) Are there any parts of the Council’s policy that you consider to be relevant to your 
application/representations/notice as appropriate?   
(ii) If so please specify the paragraph(s) of that policy and the relevance to the point(s) you 
are making. If you are asking the Licensing Authority to depart from (that, is, not to apply) 
any of the policy please clarify the reasons why you think it should do as you wish 
 
1(c)    Questions of other parties 
(i) Having considered the application/representations/Notice of each of the other parties, 
are there any questions you consider should be answered by any one or more of them at 
the hearing?  If so, please provide a list of such questions and identify the party you 
consider should answer them 
 
1(d)  Exclusion of the public 
(i) Having first considered the procedure set out in Appendix B and the relevant regulation, 
do you consider the meeting or any part of it should be conducted in private?  If so, please 
set out what part of the hearing should be held in private and why you consider that should 
be permitted under the regulations (please note the sub committee cannot promise that 
any request for all or part of the hearing will be held in private will be conducted in private 
as each such request will have to be considered on its merits and in accordance with the 
regulations.  The usual rule is that the hearing will be conducted in public) 
 
2.  Points of clarification sought from the applicant 
2(a)  Agreed/disputed matters of fact     
In respect of each and every allegation made in the representations/notice as appropriate 
of the other Parties, please state  

 whether you agree or disagree with the details contained in the representation 



 whether you consider it affects your application 

 whether there are any conditions you have offered, or would be willing to offer, in 
support of your application and which you consider should address any of the 
concerns raised by the other Parties. 

 
Points of clarification sought from the Chief Officer of Police (where representations 
have been made) 

 In respect of each part of your representations please provide particulars / evidence 
in support;  

 State in each case your assessment of the impact on any / all of the licensing 
objectives (identifying those objectives you consider to be relevant) in each case 
state whether the matter(s) are such that you consider it necessary for the 
Licensing Authority to refuse the application for that reason, or whether you 
consider the particular matter could be addressed through an appropriate condition. 

 Where you consider conditions may be appropriate and you have not already done 
so, please indicate the conditions you would suggest.  

 
Points of clarification sought from the Local Planning Authority (where 
representations have been made) 

 In respect of the representation that the application is contrary to the provisions of 
the local plan, please provide details of the section it is said the application 
contravenes. 

 State your assessment of the impact on any/all of the licensing objectives 
(identifying those objectives you consider to be relevant). 

 Provide any specific evidence supporting that assessment and/or a general 
summary of the reasoning behind the planning policy insofar as it relates to the 
licensing objective(s) you have identified; 

 State whether a planning consent would be required to enable the licence to be 
lawfully implemented; 

if so, state:  
(a) whether such an application has been made or indicated;  
(b) if appropriate, whether a failure to secure consent could   ultimately result 
in the commission of any criminal offences should the licence be granted and 
implemented in the terms sought in the application; and 
(c ) identify the offences, if any, referred to in your response to (b) above. 

 
Points of clarification sought from the Child Protection Authority (where 
representations have been made) 

 In respect of each part of your representations please provide particulars / evidence 
in support;  

 State in each case your assessment of the impact on any / all of the licensing 
objectives (identifying those objectives you consider to be relevant) in each case 
state whether the matter(s) are such that you consider it necessary for the 
Licensing Authority to refuse the application for that reason, or whether you 
consider the particular matter could be addressed through an appropriate condition. 

 Where you consider conditions may be appropriate and you have not already done 
so, please indicate the conditions you would suggest. 

 
Points of clarification sought from the Pollution Control Authority (where 
representations have been made) 

 In respect of each part of your representations please provide particulars / evidence 
in support;  



 State in each case your assessment of the impact on any / all of the licensing 
objectives (identifying those objectives you consider to be relevant) in each case 
state whether the matter(s) are such that you consider it necessary for the 
Licensing Authority to refuse the application for that reason, or whether you 
consider the particular matter could be addressed through an appropriate condition. 

 Where you consider conditions may be appropriate and you have not already done 
so, please indicate the conditions you would suggest. 

 
Points of clarification sought from the Health and Safety Authority (where 
representations have been made) 

 In respect of each part of your representations please provide particulars / evidence 
in support;  

 State in each case your assessment of the impact on any / all of the licensing 
objectives (identifying those objectives you consider to be relevant) in each case 
state whether the matter(s) are such that you consider it necessary for the 
Licensing Authority to refuse the application for that reason, or whether you 
consider the particular matter could be addressed through an appropriate condition. 

 Where you consider conditions may be appropriate and you have not already done 
so, please indicate the conditions you would suggest. 

 
Points of clarification sought from the Trading Standards Authority (where 
representations have been made) 

 In respect of each part of your representations please provide particulars / evidence 
in support;  

 State in each case your assessment of the impact on any / all of the licensing 
objectives (identifying those objectives you consider to be relevant) in each case 
state whether the matter(s) are such that you consider it necessary for the 
Licensing Authority to refuse the application for that reason, or whether you 
consider the particular matter could be addressed through an appropriate condition. 

 Where you consider conditions may be appropriate and you have not already done 
so, please indicate the conditions you would suggest. 

 
Points of clarification sought from the Fire Authority (where representations have 
been made) 

 In respect of each part of your representations please provide particulars / evidence 
in support;  

 State in each case your assessment of the impact on any / all of the licensing 
objectives (identifying those objectives you consider to be relevant) in each case 
state whether the matter(s) are such that you consider it necessary for the 
Licensing Authority to refuse the application for that reason, or whether you 
consider the particular matter could be addressed through an appropriate condition. 

  Where you consider conditions may be appropriate and you have not already done 
so, please indicate the conditions you would suggest. 

 
Points of clarification sought from Relevant Persons 
 



 

PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED AT HEARING 
 
 
The procedure to be followed at hearing (information provided in accordance with 
regulation 7 (1)  
 
In accordance with regulation 21 the following procedure has been determined for this 
hearing, subject to the provisions of the regulations and of the council's Licensing 
Procedure Rules: 
 
General  
The hearing will take place in public. The sub committee may exclude the public from all or 
part of the hearing but may only do so where it considers that the public interest in so 
doing outweighs the public interest in the hearing, or that part of the hearing, taking place 
in public.  Any party considering that the greater public interest is served by the public 
(which can include another party or parties) being excluded from all or any part of the 
hearing should make this view known to the Licensing Authority (in writing to the Licensing 
Manager) as soon as possible and in any event not less than two working days before the 
hearing is due to commence. The party asserting this should provide in writing full reasons 
supporting the request.   
 
The Authority will make a record of the hearing.  The form of that record is a matter of 
choice for the Authority and may include the hearings being subject to digital or tape 
recording. 
 
The hearing will take the form of a discussion led by the Authority.  The Authority has         
taken steps to ensure it is well placed to lead the discussion, for example by seeking 
clarification on certain points and requesting that this clarification be provided in writing 
and in advance of the hearing.  All parties are asked to give full co-operation in ensuring 
the hearing can proceed smoothly and as anticipated in the regulations and under the 
Council's procedure rules. 
 
All parties are reminded that, whilst this hearing will be conducted fairly and the decision 
will be made by Councillors who are committed to acting judicially, these are not court 
proceedings and should not be treated as such.  This is a meeting of the local authority; 
the sub committee will conduct the hearing in accordance with the governing legislation.  
Parties must bear in mind that the hearing is not intended to be adversarial and this is 
reinforced in the regulations, for example the general prohibition on cross-examination 
contained in regulation 23.  The Authority can only permit cross-examination where that 
would be required for it to "consider the representations, application or notice as the case 
may be".  If at any stage of the hearing the Authority considers cross-examination to be 
necessary on this ground the Chair will so rule, give directions for the conduct of that part 
of the meeting and the procedure set out below will be varied accordingly.  The Authority 
expects all parties and their representatives to fully co-operate in ensuring the discussion it 
is bound to lead proceeds in an appropriate manner; it is expected that the parties will deal 
with the sub committee and each other with mutual respect.  The parties and their 
representatives are informed that any disruptive behaviour may result on the person 
responsible being required to leave the meeting. 
 
Appointment of Chair 
The sub committee will appoint one of its number to Chair the meeting; 
 



Outlining the procedure 
The chair will explain the procedure the sub committee proposes to follow at the hearing 
(as set out in detail in the following paragraphs). 
 
Administrative announcements 
The Chair will make necessary announcements (e.g. reference to the evacuation 
procedure, requiring all present to switch of any mobile telephones or other equipment 
which may disturb the meeting). 
 
Identification of persons participating in the hearing 
The chair will ensure that all members of the sub committee, the parties and their 
representatives identify themselves for the record and for the benefit of those present.  
 
Withdrawal of Representations [Regulation 10.] 
The Licensing Manager will inform the sub committee if any Party has given Notice under 
regulation 10 withdrawing the representations they have made (Regulation 10 permits a 
party to withdraw their representations by giving notice to the authority no later than 24 
hours before the day the hearing is due to commence) 
The Chair will then ascertain if any Party wishes to exercise their rights under                   
regulation 10 (b) to withdraw any representations they have made and, if so, will permit the 
Party to do so at this stage of the hearing. 
 
Non appearance of parties 
If any party fails to attend or to be represented at the hearing the Licensing Manager will 
inform the sub committee whether or not the party had informed the authority in 
accordance with regulation 8 of his/her non-attendance.  The sub committee will consider 
how to proceed in consequence of that non-attendance in accordance with the rules 
indicated above. 
 
Appearance of other persons at the hearing 
The Licensing Manager (or his representative) will advise the sub committee if any request 
has been made by any Party, in accordance with and within the time provided for in 
regulation 8, seeking permission for any other person (other than a person the party 
intends to represent him/her) to appear at the hearing.  Where such a request has been 
made it will be considered in accordance with regulation 22. 
 
Additional material 
The Licensing Manager (or his representative) will inform the sub committee if any 
documentary or other information has been produced by a party prior to the hearing  in 
support of their application, representations or notice (applicable); if so, the sub committee 
will decide (in accordance with regulations 18 and 19) whether or not to take the material 
into account. Where such material has been provided at the hearing (rather than prior to it) 
the Chair will ascertain if all parties consent to the material being taken into account. 
 
Identifying who will be addressing the sub committee 
The Chair will ascertain which parties seek to exercise their right to address the sub- 
committee during the hearing and whether those party will personally exercise that right or 
will appear by their representative.  Where a large number of relevant persons are 
involved in a hearing, the Chair will inform all parties of their rights under regulation 24 and 
will ascertain if the Relevant Persons are agreeable to the appointment of a 
spokesperson/spokespersons so as to avoid duplication and prevent the hearing 
becoming unnecessarily prolonged. 
 



Exercise of other rights/other preliminary business 
If there is a preliminary issue remaining to be determined (e.g. if the Authority considers a 
decision remains to be made concerning the relevance of any representations from 
relevant persons) then the Chair will ensure the sub committee deals with the issue at this 
stage of the hearing. 
 
The Chair will then ascertain if any party has any procedural point to raise before the 
hearing gets underway.  It is anticipated the parties will have notified this in advance so 
that the sub committee can review the procedure if necessary prior to the beginning of the 
main part of the meeting.  Parties are therefore discouraged from raising procedural points 
at this late stage and should only do so where they consider that they would otherwise not 
be likely to receive a fair hearing if the sub committee proceeded in the manner indicated 
here.  When raising any point at this stage Parties will be asked to explain why they have 
not given prior notice to the sub committee. 
 
Maximum time for parties to exercise their rights under section 16 
The Chair will indicate the maximum time allowed for each party to exercise their rights 
under section 16 (set out in detail above in this Notice – in summary: provide clarification 
on points notified by the Authority, if permitted, question any other party and address the 
authority.  See the Notice of hearing for the time provisionally directed by the sub 
committee). You may provide information relating to  the points of clarification at the 
hearing itself however attention is drawn to regulation 24, that time taken providing 
clarification at the hearing will be deducted from the maximum time allocated for you to 
exercise your regulation 16 rights.   
 
Points of clarification 
The Licensing manager (or his representative) will inform the meeting of any written 
responses received in response to any requests for clarification made by the Licensing 
Authority prior to the hearing.  The Chair will indicate whether or not those written 
responses have been read by the members of the sub-committee.  The Chair may adjourn 
the meeting for a sufficient period so as to enable those responses to be read where 
appropriate.  The chair, assisted by the licensing manager (or his representative), will 
ensure that any responses which ought to have been provided to any other party have in 
fact been received by them.  Where appropriate the Chair will ask the Licensing Manager 
(or his representative) to summarise the responses received for the benefit of the public 
hearing. 
 
The Licensing Manager (or his representative) will inform the sub committee if any parties 
have not responded in writing to the points of clarification sought from them.   
 
Where points of clarification remain outstanding the parties will be asked to give the further 
information at this stage of the hearing.  The time taken to do so will be deducted from the 
maximum time allowed for that party to exercise its regulation 16 rights (and as this rule is 
binding on the sub committee parties are strongly urged to take the opportunity afforded to 
them to provide any points of clarification (as set out in the next section of this document) 
in writing prior to the meeting) 
 
Opening address 
The Chair will ascertain if the applicant (either in person or through a representative) 
wishes to utilise any of his/her maximum allocated time to make an opening address and if 
so how much of it is to be used in this manner.  If the Applicant decides to make an 
opening speech the same facility will be afforded to the other parties should they wish to 
avail themselves of it, but otherwise the meeting will move directly to a discussion of the 



relevant issues.   
 
Questions 
Once any opening speeches are completed are completed the Chair will begin the 
discussion by posing any relevant questions which have been brought forward by any of 
the Parties in response to the Authority’s request for clarification.   
 
The Chair will then ask any questions s/he wishes to pose to any of the parties.  When 
questions concern matters of fact the sub committee requires the party (and not their 
representative, if any) to provide the response in person.  Where the question focuses 
upon issues concerning law, statutory guidance or local policy, a party may either respond 
directly or through his/her representative but, particularly where some other parties are 
unrepresented, not both. 
 
The other members of the sub committee will then each have an opportunity to put any 
further questions they may have to any of the parties present. 
 
The Chair will then ask the Licensing Manager (or his representative) and the Committee’s 
legal advisor if there are any further questions they consider the sub committee may need 
answers to in order to make their decision. 
 
The Chair will ascertain if the parties agree that all areas which can be explored   
questioning of the parties have been dealt with; if the Chair is satisfied that some relevant 
questions have not been put then this will be done at this stage. 
 
Closing speeches 
The chair will then ask each of the parties in turn if they wish to make a closing speech to 
the sub committee.  Any party making a closing speech must not exceed the maximum 
allocated time remaining to them.   The order in which the closing speeches may be made 
shall be a matter for the chair to determine but where there are a large number of parties 
present s/he will indicate if asked why the particular order has been chosen (e.g. order of 
the date of receipt of the representations, or by reference to the particular points or 
licensing objectives they principally relate to).  In any event the Chair will ensure that the 
Applicant, if using some or all of his/her maximum allocated time to make a closing 
speech, is the last party to make such an address and therefore has the final word. 
 
Once any closing addresses are completed the Chair will bring the hearing to a 
conclusion.  The committee will then proceed to deliberate in accordance with Rule 20.3 of 
the Council’s licensing procedure rules 
 
 
 


